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Abstract 
Eye Movement Desensitization Reprocessing (EMDR) has been investigated recently in false 
memories and specifically in the DRM paradigm. EMDR has been shown to decrease 
emotionality of the problematic memories in PTSD, but also to decrease false memories. No 
studies have to date shown how emotion and memory is effected by EMDR in the DRM 
paradigm when non-emotional wordlists are coupled with a negative encoding context. The 
48 Swedish-speaking participants were between 18-62 years of age. Words from the Swedish 
DRM lists (Johansson & Stenberg, 2002) were encoded during an emotional slideshow, the 
pictures were chosen from the IAPS (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2008). After either eye 
movements condition a recognition test followed. Each participant completed two blocks; 
negative and neutral. With mixed model ANOVAs, two significant findings were found. The 
negative condition led to significantly fewer false memories than the neutral condition in the 
no eye movement group, replicating previous studies. A significant interaction was also 
found between emotion and eye movement on response bias. T-tests revealed that the neutral 
condition had a response bias that was more conservative than the negative in the group with 
no eye movements. However, in the eye movement group, the response bias in the neutral 
condition was more liberal and the negative more conservative. This study extends previous 
research on emotion in the DRM paradigm (ex. Pesta, Murphy & Sanders, 2001), by using a 
negative encoding context instead of negative content.  
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Our functioning in our daily lives, eyewitness accounts and even the sense of self is 
dependent upon a functioning memory. It is paramount for our functioning yet we are much 
too confident in how correct our memory is. Our memory is actually quite fallible, false 
memories are more common than one might think and are not very hard to produce (Loftus, 
2003). The Deese, Roedinger, McDermott (DRM) paradigm is an experimental technique 
which actually uses the way our memory functions to induce false memories with ease. Thus, 
distorted episodic memories from a family gathering in our childhood might not affect us 
very much, yet there are instances where an incorrect memory can have major consequences. 
Memory is also greatly affected by emotions. In situations where emotions run high, a 
witness to an event can get a picture of the happening that is skewed. Eyewitness accounts 
often have a large role in trials and court cases, and it happens often that the faith of the 
accused rests on the fallible memory of one eyewitness. Moreover, sometimes emotions 
affect memory so strongly that a person may have trouble forgetting the event and thus 
develop Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) (See Goodman, Leong and Packard, 2012 
for review). PTSD is a mental disorder that is often very debilitating and has been very 
resistant against therapy; it has been hard to tap into the mechanisms of memory and 
emotions to stop the loop of the traumatic memory reoccurring with very strong affect. 
Recently however, there has been a new therapy for these patients that has been shown to be 
quite effective and utilizes horizontal eye-movements during recall of the target memory. 
This therapy goes by the name Eye Movement Desensitization Reprocessing (EMDR) in the 
literature (Shapiro, 1989). It taps into processes which reduce emotionality and vividness of 
the memory solely by making patients engage in saccadic like horizontal eye movements but 
also across-the-line tactile stimulation (Nieuwenhuis et al. 2013). Not only in patients with 
PTSD does this intervention show an effect, eye movements also reduce vividness for normal 
subjects in both their own episodic memories and experimentally encoded memories (van der 
Hout, Bartelski & Engelhart, 2012) and also retrieval of many different types of information 
(Samara, Elzinga, Slagter, & Nieuwenhuis, 2011; Christman, Garvey, Propper, & Phaneuf, 
2003). Moreover, the horizontal eye movements have been shown to affect the outcome 
specifically in the DRM paradigm by improving true memory and reducing false memories 
(Parker & Dagnall, 2006; Parker, Relph, & Dagnall, 2008). There is some research on eye 
movements and reduction of emotionality and vividness of memories of a non-traumatic 
character in normal subjects, however few studies examine the effect on false memories and 
even less on the effect of horizontal eye movements on false memories in an emotional 
context in the non clinical population. This study will try to bridge the gap of knowledge and 
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to shed some more light on how mere eye movements can affect memory. If the 
understanding of the connection between memory processes in the emotional context and 
horizontal eye movements is furthered it will have great benefits for both witness 
interrogation and PTSD therapy.   
 
Memory research is not a new topic and there is generally quite a good understanding 
of the components that constitute the memory. However research on the distortion of memory 
is newer and the theories that have sprung from the research are not as well supported, but a 
lot of new research within cognitive psychology has now concentrated on false memories. 
False memories are memories that have been distorted, or totally made up, yet are now 
remembered as real. The research on false memories has been quite extensive since the 
1990s, and shows how easily false memories nestle themselves into our memory (Paddock et. 
al, 1999; Garry, Manning, Loftus & Sherman, 1996, Shachter, 2001, For a review see Loftus, 
2005). False memories can be any memories but the overwhelmingly greatest part has been 
conducted on episodical memories retrieved from, or encoded into, long-term memory. The 
research on this type of phenomenon got an upswing when frequent court cases in America 
were filed; presenting victims that claimed they in therapy suddenly had remembered 
repressed memories of abuse. The studies that emerged then came to challenge these cases. 
They showed the ease with which this type of therapy created false memories instead of as 
claimed, allowed for victims to remember repressed ones (Davis &Loftus, 2009). Parts of the 
research, like by Pezdek, Finger and Hodge (1997) shows that false memories happen most 
readily when the event or fact to be remembered is plausible. In their research they show that 
Jewish participants will not display false memories if the memory attempted to be implanted, 
for example consists of being inside a catholic church during mass. The participants are then 
certain that that cannot be true as they are Jewish and do not go to church, the event is 
implausible and thus will not present itself as a false memory. However it appears that even 
bizarre events can become false memories, hence the plausibility does not always play a role 
in the probability of a false memory occurring. Thomas and Loftus (2002) found that after 
imagining bizarre events a couple of times, participants claimed to remember performing 
them:” Probably the most dramatic result to emerge from this study is the finding that after 
repeated imagination, participants not only reported that never presented bizarre actions were 
presented during Session 1, but also claimed that they had performed these actions . . . .After 
five imaginings, people claimed that a familiar action never presented during Session 1 had 
been performed 24.0% of the time.” Thus false memories are deeply rooted in our cognition 
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and are really an incorrect output from an adaptive memory process. This is a large part of 
the memory research that needs to be understood to further our knowledge of the human 
cognition. 
 
Deese (1959), later also Roedinger and McDermott (1995), showed that false 
memories can not only be created in episodic memories with the help of imagination, but 
likewise just by presenting the participants with word lists where the words are closely 
related. These lists create false memories of words not presented by using the high 
associative ability of our memory. In the DRM paradigm, lists of words are presented to the 
participant and after a distraction or a delay, a recall or recognition test is given, and critical 
lures or targets are usually falsely remembered as previously presented words. These types of 
false memories or false alarms show up only using the working memory and not reaching as 
far as encoding into the long-term memory. Using either imagination or the DRM paradigm, 
false memories are automatically created. Even if the participant is told about the procedure 
of the DRM, that these false memories occur and is instructed to try and decrease them, the 
false memories still occur even though on a smaller scale (Gallo, Roberts & Seamon, 2007). 
There are also other studies that show how to decrease or increase false memories but utilize 
separate theories to explain why they might occur (Johansson & Stenberg, 2002; Dewhurst, 
Knott & Howe, 2011; Foley, Hughes, Librot & Paysnick, 2009). As false memories are 
clearly shown to affect memories even when one is cautioned about them occurring, it is 
important to note and to examine how these processes actually work. A theory that is now 
well supported in the literature that attempts to explain false memories is Fuzzy trace theory 
(FTT) (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002). This theoretical framework will be used for the DRM 
procedure and the understanding of false memories for the purposes of this study. FTT is 
based on the premise that there are two different types of information that we encode: 
verbatim information and gist information. In a list of 10 different flowers presented, the 
verbatim trace is responsible for the exact details of the memory or information, ex. Exactly 
what words are presented? How many words are presented? Whereas the gist trace is just the 
general meaning or “feel” of the words and also associative information that helps connect 
the disjointed memory to the rest of the memory network, ex.  What category do the words 
belong to? In a way one can explain verbatim memory as the exact text in a letter and the gist 
as “reading between the lines.” 
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Emotion is another component of memory encoding, as it works as a moderator 
within the normal memory processes. Generally the research on memory and emotion show a 
memory enhancement when encoding is paired with emotional content as compared to 
neutral content (see LaBar & Cabeza, 2006, for a review). In this type of research, valence 
and arousal are the two parameters that are used to judge if a stimulus is negative, neutral or 
positive. Valence is a term that is used in emotion research and is a continuous scale on how 
a stimulus affects a person in terms of negative and positive affect; items that are rated at the 
low end of the scale give a negative feeling to the participant. Neutral stimuli are rated in the 
middle of the scale and positive items are the ones that have a high rating. Arousal on the 
other hand is another scale that shows how much an item affects a person, meaning if the 
stimulus is negative, how negative is it? (Russel, 1980). With these scales, research shows 
that emotion enhances memory encoding (Kensinger & Corkin, 2003). Since this model of 
valance and arousal was proposed, it has been used extensively in emotion research. 
Kensinger & Corkin (2003) and later Murray and Kensinger (2012) showed that words that 
are emotional in nature are more vividly and more easily remembered. Also that emotional 
and neutral word pairs not only were encoded better than neutral and neutral pairs, but that 
the words sets when mixed with an emotional word, were encoded faster than neutral word 
pairs. This enhancement effect also works on episodic memories (Sharot & Phelps, 2004). 
Very illustrative examples of amplified memory are flashbulb memories. These very salient 
memories are an example of when a situation has such an impact and is so emotionally 
loaded that people can remember exceptional details many years later, for example exactly 
where they were, what they were wearing and what happened during that situation. Examples 
of these types of memories are usually tied to significant global events like the tearing down 
of the Berlin wall in 1990 or 9/11, but can also happen in regular autobiographical memories 
(Brown & Kulik 1977; Rubin & Kozin, 1984). Even though these memories are very resistant 
to forgetting and seem to be very vivid during retrieval, not even flashbulb memories are 
immune to the intrusion of false memories. Using the misinformation paradigm, 
Niedzwienska (2003) exhibited that both autobiographical- and global flashbulb memories 
could be affected. After the misinformation paradigm the experimental group exhibited 
significantly more new, incorporated elements as compared to the control group. Moreover, 
both groups showed many overt errors, showing that they recalled the events differently than 
just two months previously. Thus emotion-enhanced memories are likely to be just as 
affected by false memories as normal memories. Furthermore, emotions can also help distort 
memory encoding or aid that process depending on how the emotion is introduced into the 
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context (Storbeck, 2012). A collection of researchers demonstrate that emotion actually can 
facilitate the occurrence of false memories (Gallo, Foster & Johnson, 2009, Porter, 
Bellhouse, McDougall, ten Brinke, & Wilson, 2010; Howe et al., 2010; Van Damme & 
Smets, 2014). This new knowledge added, gives a better understanding of memory but also 
gives rise to a lot of new unanswered questions about the effect that emotion has on memory. 
However, there seems to be effects on false memories in the DRM paradigm by emotion in as 
much as that emotionally charged word lists create less false memories than neutral ones 
(Pesta, Murphy & Sanders, 2001). However, a negative mood set has been shown to lead to 
an increased false recall and recognition for negative word lists and positive mood set 
increased false recall and recognition for positive word lists as compared to a neutral 
condition (Ruci, Tomes & Zelenski, 2009). The findings were explained in lieu of semantic 
spread of activation and emotional priming; the emotion inducement primed the semantic 
spread that happened during the encoding phase of the emotional word lists. This contrast 
shows the specificity in where emotion is inserted into the process; emotion will prime 
further encoding, yet if it is part of the material to encode in the DRM it will rather facilitate 
the decrease in false memories. Thus emotion will reduce the gist based processes in the 
DRM yet only if it is not used before encoding, then it will prime for the emotional content 
and the spread of activation will be mostly gist based, again for content of the same 
emotional valence. 
 
EMDR seems to not only work on strongly emotional memories or defective memory 
processes but also false memories and it seems to have direct effects on the memory 
processes that are used in the DRM paradigm. EMDR started as a therapy for PTSD by 
Shapiro (1989; 1995; 1999), who noticed that these eye movements happened to her 
spontaneously when she remembered a disturbing memory. She started exploring horizontal 
eye movements, which resulted in this therapy where the underlying reasons are not fully 
understood. What is understood and has been shown in many studies is how these horizontal 
eye movements and also tactile stimulation across the mid-line reduce the arousal and 
affective valance in these problematic memories in PTSD and make them less traumatic in 
the long run for the patients. There are different theories how these effects occur and how 
they affect the cognitive function: discussions and studies have tried to discern how this 
effect of reduced emotionality is actually obtained. One of these theories states that the effect 
occurs because the emotional memories are held in the visuo-spatial sketchpad (VSS), which 
together with the phonological loop (PL) and the central executive constitute working 
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memory. The horizontal eye movements are then taxing the central executive and reduce the 
emotionality of the memory while the memory is held in mind (Andrade et al., 1997; 
Kavanagh et al., 2001). Many have used the central executive as a framework in which to 
explain the EMDR benefits and effects, this theory however does not seem to really apply to 
the other ways in which EMDR is now used, like for example in the DRM paradigm. The eye 
movements have been done both before encoding and after encoding, and not necessarily 
while having any words in mind as in the therapy context, the words lists would not have 
been upheld in working memory because of distractor tasks and thus not be affected there. 
Moreover, studies have also used, with success, the phonological loop to obtain the same 
effect, thus the VSS is not the only subsystem of working memory this effect manifests for. 
The theory that seems to explain the effect better is Fuzzy Trace Theory. It states that if gist 
based processing decreases, so will false memories. Parker & Dagnall (2007), in their study 
of false memories in the DRM Paradigm and the effects of EMDR, found that horizontal eye 
movements but not vertical or simple eye fixation lowered false memory, their interpretation 
of the results was that gist based memory was depressed by horizontal eye movements 
resulting in decreased false memories.  
 
As EMDR has an effect on both the accuracy of memory and emotional aspects of 
memory processes this study aims to shed more light on how these factors are actually 
connected. There is some understanding of emotional priming and its works in this 
framework yet less in the encoding context. The design in this experiment will concentrate on 
the general emotional state of the participant during encoding while having lists of words that 
do not correspond to the valance of the emotion induced. This way there will be an 
investigation of how a general negative valance will effect regular DRM word list encoding 
compared to a neutral valance. EMDR will also be used to see if horizontal eye movements 
will change the memory performance of participants in the DRM paradigm when emotion is 
not primed and tied to the encoding content but simply part of the encoding context. Firstly in 
the emotionality context, it is expected that negative mood set will result in less false 
memories and a higher correct memory. This hypothesis is in accordance with Van Damme´s 
(2013) findings that more aroused subjects had less false memories in the DRM paradigm. 
Van Damme had in her study a poor control of the emotional valence the participants were 
exposed to, thus this study will use pre-rated pictures on valance and arousal. Further, 
horizontal eye movements should lower the amount of false memories and improve the hit 
rate of true memory. And eye movements should also lessen the participants’ negative 
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valence and arousal and therefore change the outcomes of false and true memory as 
compared to no eye movements. Thus, false memories and the response bias measure (Br) 
will be different in the two eye movement conditions. As an additional hypothesis it is 
predicted that eye movements should make people more certain that they have given the right 
answers. The prediction of an improved certainty also comes from the lowered emotionality 
and arousal by horizontal eye movements that have been shown to have an effect in previous 
research.  
 
Method 
Participants 
 The participants were 48 students and non-students (16 men and 32 women) from 
Lund and Höganäs, between 18-62 years of age (µ= 30.91 sd=11.30). Two subjects were 
excluded from the sample, one because of failure to follow the instructions and the other 
because of the risk of an epileptic seizure due to the nature of the computer presentation. 52% 
of the subjects were students 44% were working. The remaining subjects were retired, on 
mothers-leave or unemployed. They were recruited by convenience sampling and all 
participants were fluent swedish speakers of at least 5 years. To participate no subject could 
have a current or previous diagnosis of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and could not 
have participated in similar research. All subjects participated on a voluntary basis and 
received two “Tia” lottery tickets as a compensation. Every participant signed an informed 
consent prior to taking part in the experiment.  
 
Materials 
 The memory paradigm used in this experiment was the DRM, which is a paradigm 
that induces false alarms of critical lures in recognition in the testing situation (Deese, 1959; 
Roedinger & McDermott, 1995). For the first part of the experiment, word lists inducing 
false memories were chosen from the Swedish DRM paradigm developed by Johansson & 
Stenberg (2002). Four list sets (A, B, C, D) were created with 12 word lists consecutively, 
each word list is designed to induce false memory of one Critical Lure and contains 15 
words. To make the word sets equal, the lists for each set were chosen from their ratio of 
recognition, which varied between 0.40-1.00 according to Johansson & Stenberg (2002).  The 
mean recognition ratio of each set ended up to be 0.75, thus the sets of lists were equal in the 
ratio at which the critical lures were marked as OLD by participants in that study. See 
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Appendix A for a complete presentation of the word lists, their Critical Lures and recognition 
rates. All words in each word set were presented to the participant in a recording where the 
words were presented at a rate at about one word per second with a neutral female voice, 
between each list there was the sound of a train whistle recorded to mark the separation 
between the lists. The train whistle was also recorded to catch the attention of the participant 
as the recording was about 6.5 minutes and the recorded voice was monotone.  
 
 The recognition tests, one for each word set (A, B, C, D) was made up of the 12 
targets or Critical Lures, 36 of the studied items (OLD) and 48 distractor items (NEW), 
comprising a list with a total of 96 words. The OLD word items were chosen from positions 
1, 4 and 11 from the researchers original list respectively, the NEW word items were chosen 
from positions 1, 4, 9 and 11. The A test contained distractor items from the B set, and vice 
versa. The same was applied to the C and D sets, they served each other with distractor items 
for the purpose of counterbalancing. The A and B; and the C and D sets were never presented 
together to one participant. There were more NEW items chosen for distractors as the Critical 
Lures together with the OLD items count as studied items, thus creating an equal split 
between studied and distractor items of 48+48=96. This was a forced choice test and the 
recognition test also contained certainty measure for each word; the participants were asked 
to check one box of how sure they were of their answer weather the word was NEW or OLD. 
The response alternatives were: New or Studied; Sure, Think or Guess. See Appendix B for a 
sample test.  
 
 As emotionality is an independent variable there was a need to put participants in 
either a negative or a neutral mood set. Negative and neutral picture sets were made to induce 
an emotional response in the participants. Two picture series were created in each emotional 
condition, negative (A, B) and neutral (A,B) to balance any order effects. The pictures in the 
set were comprised from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) (Lang, Bradley, 
& Cuthbert, 2008). These pictures have been tested and rated by 100 participants and the 
study produced a table of mean ratings to the parameters Valance, Arousal and Dominance 
on a 9-point rating scale. The researchers did not have any division between neutral, positive 
or negative in their tables of the IAPS, only the information that low valence is negative and 
a high valence is positive. The parameter of arousal was also chosen to strengthen the valence 
factor. Thus to ensure truly negative and neutral pictures, the true highest and the lowest 
ratings were found for valence and arousal each (Valence 1.31-8.34, Arousal 1.32-7.03). 
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Next, the valance scale was divided into three (low, middle and high). For negative valence, 
the lowest part of the scale was chosen (1.32-3.65), for neutral valence it was the middle part 
(3.66-6.00). The arousal scale was divided into two parts; one low arousal and one high 
arousal, the higher point of the arousal scale was chosen for the negative pictures (4.53-7.34) 
and for the neutral the lowest part (1.72-4.53). Therefore, pictures were chosen for the 
negative set only if they had a rating of between 1.32-3.65 and an arousal rating between 
4.53-7.34. For pictures to be chosen for the neutral set however, the valance rating had to be 
between 3.66-6.00 and arousal rating between 1.72-4.53. For each of the emotional 
conditions, 40 pictures were chosen only by the ratings, the actual pictures were blind to the 
experimenter. Initially 55 pictures were chosen, then 15 of them were excluded, this was 
done to have a spread of different topics in the pictures and to have as relevant pictures as 
possible to resemble traumatic events which if happened could lead to PTSD. For a complete 
list of the chosen pictures and their valance and arousal ratings see appendix C. 
 
 The pictures were randomly ordered, repeated between 8 and 9 times to match the 
length of the word set recording. Each picture was shown for 1 second, the pictures with stars 
were shown for 1.5 seconds to account for the time it took for participants to look away to 
mark that they had seen a star. In each of the picture sets blue stars were placed in five 
pictures spaced about 40 pictures apart. Participants were told to note the stars on a piece of 
paper. This was done to ensure that the participants were looking actively at the pictures 
during the whole presentation. There weres also some positive pictures chosen for the 
purpose of ending the experiment with a positive presentation as a debriefing. 
 
 A computer program was created for the eye movement procedure. For the 
experimental condition there was a task created where a red circle flashed horizontally across 
the screen with a frequency of one full left-to-right movement per second. For the control 
condition another task was done of an unmoving flashing red circle in the middle of the 
screen which flashed at the same frequency as the experimental condition. The participants 
were instructed to watch the circle and follow it with their eyes while holding their head still. 
The task was comprised of five sets of eye movements lasting 12 seconds separated by a 
fixation cross, adding up to a total of 60 seconds of eye movements. Both the eye-movement 
task and the picture presentations were administered on a MacBook Pro 13.3” in the program 
KeyNote version 6.2 (1861). 
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Design 
The experiment had 4 independent variables. The degin is mixed between subjects 
and within. The Between-subjects conditions were horisontal eye-movements or no 
horisontal eye-movements. The within-subjects conditions contained Negative Picture set 
(Neg) and Neutral Picture Set (Neu). There were 2 dependent variables; The ratio of falsely 
remembered words and the ratio of correctly remembered words, both for the within- and the 
between-subjects variables. The experiment was divided into two identical blocks and the 
subject was in one of four conditions, the conditions can be seen in Table 1. 
 
 
 
 
Procedure 
 The subjects were first introduced to the study and then asked about any history of 
traumatic events or a diagnosis of PTSD or if they had participated in similar research 
containing remembering word lists. They were then warned about the negative pictures, what 
kind of scenes to expect and that it could be unpleasant to watch. After signing the informed 
consent and the demographics form, a short introduction to the experiment explaining the 
structure proceeded. They each were assigned an anonymous code consisting of the days date 
and time of the appointment. The experiment commenced with the first block of two. In the 
first block they were shown either a negative or a neutral picture presentation while listening 
to one of four different word sets (A, B, C, D), presented in headphones. They were 
instructed to watch the pictures, to note the blue stars that were imbedded in some pictures 
and to listen to the words carefully and attempt and remember them. They were given a piece 
of paper to note the stars on, they were only allowed to use the paper for the stars. When the 
Table 1. The four different conditions of the design split into the two blocks 
Condition Block 1 Block 2 
 Pic Set Eye Movement Pic Set Eye Movement 
1 Neg Yes Neu Yes 
2 Neg No Neu No 
3 Neu Yes Neg Yes 
4 Neu No Neg No 
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presentation of pictures and words were over the participants were asked to do a distractor 
task of counting. They got a number consisting of 5 digits (78563, 34158) and were asked to 
subtract 7 continuously for one minute, the researcher timed the task. Thereafter, the subjects 
did either the experimental eye movement task or the control eye movement task. The 
researcher controlled if the subject actually completed the eye movements as instructed. 
Subsequently they got to fill out the recognition memory test. They were asked to do the 
words in order and to answer as quickly as possible but to still be as accurate as they can. 
This concluded the first block of the experiment and the second one followed immediately 
after with the same structure as the first block but with the other picture set (negative or 
neutral) and another word list. The eye task was the same in both blocks. The experiment was 
concluded with the positive pictures presentation as a debriefing. No measurements were 
taken during this presentation and then all questions were answered subsequently. 
 
 
Results 
 Five different measures were calculated for the statistical analyses. The probabilities 
of hits to old items (HOld), false alarms to critical lures (FA.L), and false alarms to distractor 
items (FA.D). Based on these probabilities, measures of memory performance was calculated 
and analyzed in terms of old-new discrimination (Pr) and response bias (Br). These measures 
have been widely used in the recognition memory literature, including DRM studies 
(Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988). The formulas used for calculating the probabilities were as 
follows: HOld= number of Hits/Total number of old words, FA.L= number of false alarms to 
critical lures/total number of critical lures, and FA.D= number of false alarms to 
distracters/total number of distractors. Pr, discrimination measure, was calculated separately 
for true and false memory according to the formulas: PrTrue = HOld-FA.D and PrFalse = 
FA.L-FA.D for each level of emotion (neutral, negative). Br, the response bias measure 
reflects how liberal or conservative the bias of the responder, and is calculated by the formula 
BrTrue= FA.D/(1 – PrTrue). One BrTrue was calculated for each level of emotion. A high Br 
measure (>.5) reflects a conservative response bias whereas a low number reflects a liberal 
one (<.5). The means and standard deviations for all of the measures in both the between- and 
within conditions can be seen in Table 2. A confidence for the false alarms to critical lures 
was also calculated as a confidence measure with the formula: Confidence False Alarms = 
Number of “sure” responses to FA.L/ Total FA.L. The measure was used to see if emotion or 
eye movements affect how confident participants are that their false memories are true.  
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Table 2. Means and standard deviations for the three calculated measures in both the within factor 
(emotion) and the between-factor (eye movement). 
Measure Eye Movement No Eye Movement 
 Negative 
M(SD) 
Neutral 
M(SD) 
Negative 
M(SD) 
Neutral 
M(SD) 
HOld 0.65(0.16) 0.68(0.13) 0.65(0.16) 0.68(0.13) 
FA.D 0.33(0.20) 0.35(0.19) 0.33(0.20) 0.35(0.19) 
FA.C 0.67(0.19) 0.72(0.16) 0.67(0.19) 0.72(0.16) 
PrTrue 0.32(0.19) 0.33(0.18) 0.30(0.20) 0.37(0.17) 
PrFalse 0.34(0.17) 0.37(0.21) 0.33(0.21) 0.44(0.18) 
Br 0.47(0.21) 0.51(0.19) 0.50(0.20) 0.44(0.21) 
 
  
Separate 2*2 mixed model analyses of variance (ANOVA) were done to examine the 
effects of emotion (neutral, negative) and eye movement (eye movement, no eye-movement) 
on the discrimination measures PrTrue and PrFalse. Neither of the factors affected measures 
of true memory performance: not emotion F(1,46) = 1.131, p=0.29, or eye movement F(1,46) 
= 0.12, p=0.091. However, a main effect of emotion was revealed for false memory, F(1,46) 
= 4.167, p=0.047. η2 = 0.083, which was due to a significantly lower amount of false 
memories in the negative compared with the neutral condition (see Figure 1). There was no 
significant main effect of eye movement or an interaction between emotion and eye 
movement, Max. F(1,46)=0.57, p>0.05. 
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Figure 1. Estimated marginal means of false memories by emotion (Negative, 
Neutral) and eye movement (eye movement, no eye movement). The neutral condition 
displays more false memories than the negative one, this difference seems to decrease when 
comparing eye movement conditions. 
 
 
To test for effects of eye movement and emotion on participants’ response bias, an 
analogous 2*2 mixed model ANOVA was done on the BrTrue measure. No main effect was 
found for emotion, F(1,46) = 0.380,  p=0.54, or eye movement, , F(1,46) = 0.136,  p=0.71. A 
significant interaction was found however, between emotion and eye movement, F(1,46) = 
9.720, p= 0.03, η2 = 0.174. Follow-up t-tests revealed that participants were significantly 
more liberal in the negative compared with the neutral condition when no eye movement was 
administered, t(23) = 2.751, p=0.01 CI 95% 0.02 - 1.11. Participants were more likely to 
answer “studied” than “new” when uncertain in the negative condition. If eye movements 
were administered, the bias switched. The response bias is then more liberal in the neutral 
condition than in the negative as can be seen in Figure 2, even if the t-test failed to reach 
significance, t(23) = -1.70, p=0.10 
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Figure 2. Estimated marginal means for response bias by emotion (Negative, Neutral 
and eye movement (eye movement, no eye movement). In no eye movement the response 
bias of negative is more liberal, in the eye movement condition it is more conservative. Both 
emotional conditions pass the midline of 0.5 when comparing eye movement conditions. 
 
To test the confidence of the answers another mixed model ANOVA was done for 
“sure” responses for false memory. There was no significant main effect found on the rate of 
“sure” responses as a result of emotion, F(1,46) = 0.529,  p=0.47, or eye movement, F(1,46) 
= 3.14,  p=0.08. Eye movement or emotion did not affect the confidence of participants to 
their answers and there was no significant interaction found between eye movement and 
emotion,  F(1,46) = 0.433,  p=0.51. 
 
 
Discussion 
The aim of the study was to add to the knowledge about the processes behind the 
effects that eye-movement has on emotion and memory; the findings add another piece of 
information to the literature that now exists. It extends previous findings by using emotion in 
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the encoding context instead of in the content and it uses emotion and horizontal eye 
movements in the DRM paradigm as opposed to previous studies that used only one factor. 
The results of this experiment indicate that when negative valance and arousal is introduced 
into the encoding context using the DRM paradigm and EMDR, a more liberal response bias 
in the negative condition seems to be the effect. It also shows that an interaction between 
emotion and eye movements take place and instead of decreasing false memories and 
increasing true memories, EMDR merely changes the response bias. Memory has three 
different components that can be affected: encoding, consolidation and retrieval. False 
memories can be affected both at encoding and retrieval and different theories account for the 
two components. According to Roediger, Watson, McDermott and Gallo (2001), spread of 
activation and source monitoring are two processes that account for false memories. Even if 
it is probable that spread of activation and source monitoring happen both during encoding 
and retrieval, source monitoring is probably the one more active during retrieval and spread 
of activation during encoding. Because of the design of this experiment, with eye movements 
administered after the encoding and not prior to it; in this case EMDR should affect the 
retrieval process and not encoding. It is during encoding however that the emotional state is 
manipulated and thus the emotional context should affect the encoding process in turn. 
Spread of activation is most intimately involved with the emotional context during encoding 
and source monitoring, the one that is affected by EMDR. As there have been no research 
that display that EMDR actually effect source monitoring, Fuzzy trace theory (FTT) could be 
a more fitting theory to use, both have been used frequently to explain findings that either 
increase or decrease false memories (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002). In FTT false alarms of 
critical lures in the DRM paradigm have been mainly attributed to the encoding of gist 
information. The gist information encoding is very automatic and the fastest of the two. FTT 
posits that false memories happen because of, and according to, five different principles; 
Parallel storage of verbatim and gist traces; Disassociated retrieval of verbatim and gist 
traces; Dual processes in false memories; Developmental variability and Both cause vivid 
remembering. Several studies on the DRM paradigm have investigated ways to work against 
the automatic gist encoding and have successfully reduced the rate at which subjects acquire 
false memories. One of these studies concentrated on encoding specificity and through the 
use of anagrams of the studied items at encoding, were able to reduce false memories because 
the subjects did not have the same encoding verbatim trace for the critical lures as for the 
studied items (Johansson & Stenberg, 2002). Because of the third principle of FTT, opponent 
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processes, when the verbatim trace was stronger it suppressed false memories and the 
retrieval was not as reliant on the gist trace. 
 In studies where emotion has been used as a manipulation in the DRM paradigm, the 
overwhelming majority has exhibited results that support the notion that emotion enhances 
memory (Pesta, Murphy & Sanders, 2001;Sharot & Phelps, 2004; Brendan & Kensinger 
2012). Here it seems as negative emotion lowers gist-based memory according to the 
principle of FTT that covers opponent processes, where gist based processing supports false 
memories and the verbatim processes suppress them. This in turn gives rise to less false 
memories and sometimes a higher proportion of true memories. Because of the heightened 
effect of true memories, it might be the case that emotion also affect verbatim processing in a 
favorable manner. Different theories try to account for the EMDR effect on the cognitive 
processes; one that seems most unlikely is the taxing of the central executive, many studies 
have emerged with this as their theoretical framework (Andrade et al., 1997; Kavanagh et al., 
2001; Lilley et al., 2009; Gunter & Bodner, 2008; Kemps & Tiggerman, 2007) among others 
have favored. Per contra, as the words were not held in mind in this experiment during the 
eye movements and the experiment was taxing in itself and still produced very high means of 
false memories, this theory seems unlikely to work in any other context than EMDR therapy 
for PTSD patients. Navarro and collegues (2013), actually found results that eye movements 
do not over-tax the visuo-spatial sketchpad, nor the phonological loop. However, the present 
study was taxing to the central executive, the pictures were flashing quickly and the 
participants also had the additional task of looking for and noting stars in the pictures. The 
majority of the participants stated after the experiment that it was very hard to concentrate on 
the words in the negative condition as the pictures took up a lot of attention. If the negative 
condition was over-taxing the participants working memory, that could explain why no 
significant main effects were found in the proportions of true and false memory or the 
response bias. I future studies one might consider having shorter encoding sessions, and 
presenting the words slower to lower the pressure on working memory. This could provide 
results where the benefits found in previous research can be seen. Of course it is also 
recognized that the sample size was small for a between subjects design as it only had 24 
participants in either eye movement condition. This could have had an impact, although the 
effect sizes were large. As the age range was very wide and the sample consisted of students 
and non-students, the external validity of this study is sound. Yet the age range and the fact 
that many were non-students could be additional factors that affected the results. It can be the 
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different sample demographics that resulted in failure to replicate previous findings of 
enhanced true memory. It could be that people that have been out of school for a long time 
are have more problems in paying attention to the long word list. Yet as this type of memory 
research is trying to understand normal memory processes, more studies should have a wider 
range of ages and occupations to be sure that the results can be generalized to the wider 
population. 
 
False Memories 
The results revealed that the false memories measure (Pr) was significantly lower in 
the negative condition than in the neutral in the no eye movement condition. This difference 
disappears however in the eye movement condition.  In the no eye movement condition the 
results display the memory benefit of negative emotion, lowering false memories. These 
findings replicate previous studies that have used emotion as a manipulation in the DRM 
paradigm like Pesta, Murphy and Sanders, (2001). Sharot and Phelps, (2004) and Brendan 
and Kensinger (2012) also showed the same effect, even though they used emotional word 
pair instead of the DRM. It once again shows that a negative valance and arousal enhances 
memory not only in episodic memories but also in the DRM. What is new to this study is that 
the emotional manipulation does not lie in the content that is to be remembered but in the 
encoding context. Previously it has been found that testing false memories with negative 
words is a bit problematic as negative words have a stronger inter-item correlation than their 
neutral counterpart (Martos et al., 2000), and testing with negative word lists in the DRM has 
been scarce. Pesta, Murphy and Sanders (2001) had negative words in the DRM experiment, 
but this might create problems in the interpretation of their results because of the inter item 
correlations of negative words in general displayed by Martos and collegues (2000). Having 
emotional valance and arousal in the context instead of in the content will ensure that the 
false alarms to the critical lures change due to the emotion and not the inter-item relation. 
Using the principle of opponent processes of FTT, it seems as though negative content and 
context both reduce the gist-based memory trace resulting in stronger verbatim memory 
retrieval. DRM lists are specifically constructed to promote a gist based recognition or 
retrieval and are therefore a good way of showing this effect. What could not be seen in the 
present results however, are the former effects that horizontal eye movements (EMDR) had 
on true and false memories. In previous research, EMDR has been found to reduce false 
memory in the DRM paradigm (Parker & Dagnall, 2006). They likewise use FTT to explain 
their findings, speculating that the horizontal eye movements reduce gist based false memory 
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and enhance true verbatim memory. It is however somewhat unclear how they arrive at this 
conclusion. First of all a lowered gist based processing does not necessarily mean an increase 
in verbatim memory. They also seem to equate a high value for the discrimination measure 
PrTrue, for a measure of verbatim memory or a higher reliance on verbatim memory as 
opposed to gist-based memory. The discrimination measure and the response bias measures 
are not measures of verbatim and gist memory but for all types of memory as proposed by 
Snodgrass and Corwin (1988). In this article the use of the discrimination measure is simply 
to measure true memory and false memory. Nonetheless, their experiment is the most similar 
to the present study, as the general design is the same, the only thing differing is the use of an 
additional factor in this one: Emotion. The present study only replicated their findings in the 
neutral condition with no eye movement, in the negative condition there was virtually no 
difference in means between eye movements and no eye movements, showing that the two 
memory benefits from negative emotion and EMDR on memory do not add on to each other, 
but work as separate processes. An interaction between emotion and horizontal eye 
movements can only be seen in the response bias. 
 
Response Bias 
 This study found a significant interaction between emotion and eye movements on 
the response bias measure. According to signal detection theory (Swets, Tanner & Birdsall, 
1961; Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988), the response bias is a measure that describes the 
probability of answering “studied” to an item when the participant is uncertain. A response 
bias > 0.5 is conservative and the participant is then more likely to answer “new” that 
“studied.” In the no eye movement condition, the response bias was significantly more 
conservative in neutral emotion than in negative, which replicates the findings of Johansson, 
Mecklinger and Treese (2004), in their study of recognition memory to emotional or neutral 
faces. They found a more liberal response bias for emotional faces. The no eye movement 
group in the present study is most like previous studies with the small difference that emotion 
is in the context and not the material studied, and like previous findings a more liberal 
response bias in the negative condition was shown. In the eye movement group, on the other 
hand, the response bias looks to be reversed: the neutral conditions Br is changed from 0.44 
to 0.51, whereas in the negative condition the Br changes from 0.50 to 0.47. Although the 
difference between the means of the response biases is not significant, 0.5 is used as a 
midpoint and the response bias in both emotional conditions switch past the midline as a 
result of eye movements. These trends of a switched response bias need to be replicated to 
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see if this effect can be found significant when having a larger sample size. Parker and 
Dagnall (2006), also showed a more conservative response bias following eye movement in 
their experiment as well as a lowered amount of false memories. They also however, found 
increased true memories, which was not found in this study. On the other hand this 
experiment was probably much more taxing during the encoding than Parker and Dagnall´s, 
due to the emotional slideshow which could explain the discrepancy. The additional measure 
of confidence is also interesting in relation to the bias. There were no differences found in 
confidence levels on either true or false memory. Hence the probability of the participants 
answering “new” than “studied” in the negative condition in the eye movement group but 
more likely to answer ”Studied” than “new” in the no eye movement group, yet this change 
could not be seen reflected in their confidence. It could again be the explanation here that the 
difference between the response biases as a result of the interaction of emotion and EMDR is 
due to a repression of gist based processing and an increase in verbatim processing. 
Reasoning in line with Roediger, Watson, McDermott and Gallo´s (2001) would also be 
feasible; the negative emotion may depress the spread of activation as they both happen 
during encoding, whereas eye movements sharpen the source monitoring during retrieval, 
together producing these results. This cannot be stated however merely with these results. 
Studies need to replicate and extend this study to further untangle how EMDR and emotion 
are related in memory research. 
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Appendix A 
Table A1. Test Words From List A, Their Critical Lures and Recognition Rates 
CL Word Rate CL Word Rate CL Word Rate 
Fönster Glas 1 Kall Varm 0.7 Lejon Gul 0.65 
 Utsikt 1  Is 0.7  Tiger 0.65 
 Hus 1  Vinter 0.7  Farlig 0.65 
 Gardin 1  Frysa 0.7  Afrika 0.65 
 Ruta 1  Kylig 0.7  Savann 0.65 
 Dörr 1  Glass 0.7  Stjärntecken 0.65 
 Karm 1  Sval 0.7  Djungel 0.65 
 Putsa 1  Stel 0.7  Gap 0.65 
 Genomskinlig 1  Frost 0.7  Horoskop 0.65 
 Luft 1  Termometer 0.7  Vilda 0.65 
 Öppet 1  Vind 0.7  Ryta 0.65 
 Spröjs 1  Blöt 0.7  Simba 0.65 
 Hasp 1  Okänslig 0.7  Zoo 0.65 
 Persienn 1  Huttra 0.7  Antilop 0.65 
 Markis 1  Väder 0.7  Cirkus 0.65 
Grov Fin 0.9 Kung Drottning 0.75 Bad Kar 0.75 
 Stor 0.9  Krona 0.75  Ren 0.75 
 Skrovlig 0.9  Monarki 0.75  Hav 0.75 
 Muskulös 0.9  Slott 0.75  Skum 0.75 
 Sandpapper 0.9  Sverige 0.75  Vått 0.75 
 Rå 0.9  Tron 0.75  Simma 0.75 
 Slät 0.9  Makt 0.75  Bubblor 0.75 
 Kraftig 0.9  Härskare 0.75  Dusch 0.75 
 Sträv 0.9  Konung 0.75  Smutsig 0.75 
 Tunn 0.9  Fosterland 0.75  Bastu 0.75 
 Rejäl 0.9  Kejsare 0.75  Brygga 0.75 
 Späd 0.9  Regent 0.75  Pool 0.75 
 Robust 0.9  Rike 0.75  Klor 0.75 
 Vulgär 0.9  Prins 0.75  Tvål 0.75 
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 Brutal 0.9  Baron 0.75  Bassäng 0.75 
CL Word Rate CL Word Rate CL Word Rate 
Mjuk Hård 0.85 Rättvisa Domstol 0.7 Önska Jul. 0.6 
 Kudde 0.85  Lag 0.7  Vilja 0.6 
 Len 0.85  Fred 0.7  Få 0.6 
 Nalle 0.85  Demokrati 0.7  Present 0.6 
 Filt 0.85  Juridik 0.7  Hoppas 0.6 
 Kramdjur 0.85  Frihet 0.7  Brunn 0.6 
 Bomull 0.85  Lika 0.7  Be 0.6 
 Päls 0.85  Socialism 0.7  Födelsedag 0.6 
 Gosig 0.85  Advokat 0.7  Ande 0.6 
 Ull 0.85  Samhälle 0.7  Fe 0.6 
 Moln 0.85  Jämställt 0.7  Trollspö 0.6 
 Fluffig 0.85  Ordning 0.7  Radioprogram 0.6 
 Kind 0.85  Etik 0.7  Uppfyllelse 0.6 
 Plysch 0.85  Diskriminering 0.7  Stjärnfall 0.6 
 Frotté 0.85  Fördelning 0.7  Tanke 0.6 
Präst Kyrka 0.75 Tjuv Polis 0.85 Örn Fågel 0.35 
 Krage 0.75  Inbrott 0.85  Flyga 0.35 
 Bibel 0.75  Bov 0.85  Fri 0.35 
 Gud 0.75  Stjäla 0.85  Blick 0.35 
 Kappa 0.75  Ta 0.85  Näbb 0.35 
 Kors 0.75  Kofot 0.85  Näste 0.35 
 Religion 0.75  Fängelse 0.85  Falk 0.35 
 Pastor 0.75  Olaglig 0.85  Hök 0.35 
 Vigsel 0.75  Sno 0.85  Fjäder 0.35 
 Bröllop 0.75  Stöld 0.85  Jaga 0.35 
 Dop 0.75  Bandit 0.85  Uggla 0.35 
 Konfirmation 0.75  Brottsling 0.85  Uv 0.35 
 Predika 0.75  Kriminell 0.85  Sväva 0.35 
 Munk 0.75  Rån 0.85  Sork 0.35 
 Påven 0.75  Skurk 0.85  Symbol 0.35 
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Table A2. Test Words From List B, Their Critical Lures and Recognition Rates 
CL Word Rate CL Word Rate CL Word Rate 
Befäl Militär 0.8 Rädd Skrämd 0.9 Musik Toner 0.65 
  Soldat 0.8   Ensam 0.9   Noter 0.65 
  Officer 0.8   Modig 0.9   Gitarr 0.65 
  Order 0.8   Skraj 0.9   Sång 0.65 
  Chef 0.8   Feg 0.9   Instrument 0.65 
  Uniform 0.8   Trygg 0.9   Mozart 0.65 
  Överste 0.8   Ledsen 0.9   Dans 0.65 
  Armé 0.8   Ängslig 0.9   Radio 0.65 
  Kapten 0.8   Osäker 0.9   Lyssna 0.65 
  Lumpen 0.8   Darra 0.9   Ljuv 0.65 
  Auktoritär 0.8   Orolig 0.9   Klassisk 0.65 
  Menig 0.8   Obehaglig 0.9   Piano 0.65 
  Furir 0.8   Fly 0.9   Symfoni 0.65 
  Kommando 0.8   Monster 0.9   Konsert 0.65 
  Honnör 0.8   Tapper 0.9   Orkester 0.65 
Blomma Röd 0.75 Spindel Nät 0.5 Lång Kort 0.75 
  Ros 0.75   Ben 0.5   Smal 0.75 
  Blad 0.75   Äcklig 0.5   Flaggstång 0.75 
  Växt 0.75   Hårig 0.5   Orm 0.75 
  Stjälk 0.75   Kryp 0.5   Stång 0.75 
  Bi 0.75   Insekt 0.5   Ståtlig 0.75 
  Äng 0.75   Fobi 0.5   Sträcka 0.75 
  Träd 0.75   Väv 0.5   Avstånd 0.75 
  Lukta 0.75   Åtta 0.5   Reslig 0.75 
  Tulpan 0.75   Luden 0.5   Gänglig 0.75 
  Vas 0.75   Läskig 0.5   Basketspelare 0.75 
  Bukett 0.75   Fluga 0.5   Linjal 0.75 
  Flora 0.75   Giftig 0.5   Tunnel 0.75 
  Kruka 0.75   Tarantella 0.5   Giraff 0.75 
  Eternell 0.75   Änka 0.5   Korridor 0.75 
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CL Word Rate CL Word Rate CL Word Rate 
Matta Golv 0.85 Flod Vatten 0.95 Tobak Röka 0.85 
  Frans 0.85   Ebb 0.95   Cigarett 0.85 
  Rya 0.85   Å 0.95   Pipa 0.85 
  Persisk 0.85   Nilen 0.95   Snus 0.85 
  Dammsuga 0.85   Bäck 0.95   Cancer 0.85 
  Trasa 0.85   Fors 0.95   Fest 0.85 
  Randig 0.85   Fisk 0.95   Marlboro 0.85 
  Hall 0.85   Ström 0.95   Filter 0.85 
  Äkta 0.85   Älv 0.95   Tugga 0.85 
  Tvätta 0.85   Ganges 0.95   Nikotin 0.85 
  Orientalisk 0.85   Översvämmning 0.95   Beroende 0.85 
  Ombonat 0.85   Sjö 0.95   Askfat 0.85 
  Plankor 0.85   Amazonas 0.95   Fimp 0.85 
  Plast 0.85   Fjord 0.95   Rulla 0.85 
  Underlag 0.85   Flotte 0.95   Bolma 0.85 
Doktor Sjukhus 0.6 Söt Godis 0.75 Tyst Lugn 0.55 
  Läkare 0.6   Ful 0.75   Högljudd 0.55 
  Vitklädd 0.6   Socker 0.75   Stilla 0.55 
  Stetoskop 0.6   Vacker 0.75   Bibliotek 0.55 
  Rock 0.6   Sur 0.75   Skrika 0.55 
  Patient 0.6   Snygg 0.75   Mus 0.55 
  Sköterska 0.6   Kola 0.75   Viska 0.55 
  Syster 0.6   Salt 0.75   Skogen 0.55 
  Medicin 0.6   Choklad 0.75   Blyg 0.55 
  Recept 0.6   Smak 0.75   Tomt 0.55 
  Kirurg 0.6   Rar 0.75   Ro 0.55 
  Hälsa 0.6   Honung 0.75   Tiga 0.55 
  Klinik 0.6   Syrlig 0.75   Buller 0.55 
  Väntrum 0.6   Karamell 0.75   Stum 0.55 
  Återbesök 0.6   Gullig 0.75   Stiltje 0.55 
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Table A3. Test Words From List C, Their Critical Lures and Recognition Rates 
CL Word Rate CL Word Rate CL Word Rate 
Gata Väg 0.8 Jorden Rund 0.7 Bröd Mat 0.6 
  Stad 0.8   Månen 0.7   Smör 0.6 
  Kullersten 0.8   Planet 0.7   Äta 0.6 
  Asfalt 0.8   Klot 0.7   Skiva 0.6 
  Bilar 0.8   Tellus 0.7   Frukost 0.6 
  Trottoar 0.8   Universum 0.7   Limpa 0.6 
  Hemma 0.8   Världen 0.7   Macka 0.6 
  Rak 0.8   Glob 0.7   Kniv 0.6 
  Lykta 0.8   Himlen 0.7   Rosta 0.6 
  Aveny 0.8   Brun 0.7   Baka 0.6 
  Nummer 0.8   Rymden 0.7   Smulor 0.6 
  Trafik 0.8   Miljö 0.7   Torrt 0.6 
  Gränd 0.8   Snurrar 0.7   Fullkorn 0.6 
  Körbana 0.8   Resurs 0.7   Vete 0.6 
  Esplanad 0.8   Plöja 0.7   Ost 0.6 
Hög Låg 0.75 Kvadrat Fyrkant 0.95 Fjäril Sommar 0.8 
  Droger 0.75   Matte 0.95   Vingar 0.8 
  Knark 0.75   Cirkel 0.95   Puppa 0.8 
  Torn 0.75   Geometri 0.95   Larv 0.8 
  Skyskrapa 0.75   Kub 0.95   Fladdrar 0.8 
  Kulle 0.75   Figur 0.95   Mask 0.8 
  Eiffeltornet 0.75   Rot 0.95   Skör 0.8 
  Gräs 0.75   Triangel 0.95   Vår 0.8 
  Marijuana 0.75   Rektangel 0.95   Håv 0.8 
  Påtänd 0.75   Form 0.95   Kokong 0.8 
  Stege 0.75   Låda 0.95   Mygga 0.8 
  Svindlande 0.75   Meter 0.95   Sillke 0.8 
  Kran 0.75   Romb 0.95   Papillon 0.8 
  Lyfta 0.75   Fyrhörning 0.95   Slända 0.8 
  Upp 0.75   Torg 0.95   Fånga 0.8 
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CL Word Rate CL Word Rate CL Word Rate 
Flicka Pojke 0.9 Man Kvinna 0.6 Sömn Säng 0.7 
  Flätor 0.9   Skägg 0.6   Dröm 0.7 
  Tös 0.9   Karl 0.6   Sova 0.7 
  Ung 0.9   Kille 0.6   Trött 0.7 
  Tjej 0.9   Stark 0.6   Vaken 0.7 
  Kjol 0.9   Stilig 0.6   Vila 0.7 
  Klänning 0.9   Kärlek 0.6   Snarka 0.7 
  Oskuld 0.9   Kön 0.6   Pigg 0.7 
  Hopprep 0.9   Macho 0.6   Slumra 0.7 
  Dockor 0.9   Kostym 0.6   Gäspa 0.7 
  Dotter 0.9   Person 0.6   Dvala 0.7 
  Fräknar 0.9   Knöl 0.6   Tupplur 0.7 
  Fästmö 0.9   Make 0.6   Dåsig 0.7 
  Jänta 0.9   Farbror 0.6   Blunda 0.7 
  Piga 0.9   Gubbe 0.6   Ligga 0.7 
Långsam Snabb 0.75 Nål Tråd 0.9 Vissla Ljud 0.4 
  Snigel 0.75   Sy 0.9   Mun 0.4 
  Slö 0.75   Vass 0.9   Melodi 0.4 
  Trög 0.75   Stick 0.9   Hund 0.4 
  Seg 0.75   Öga 0.9   Nynna 0.4 
  Sakta 0.75   Spruta 0.9   Tåg 0.4 
  Tråkig 0.75   Blod 0.9   Flöjt 0.4 
  Sköldpadda 0.75   Hål 0.9   Blåsa 0.4 
  Fort 0.75   Höstack 0.9   Domare 0.4 
  Lat 0.75   Akupunktur 0.9   Läppar 0.4 
  Sölig 0.75   Spetsig 0.9   Gnola 0.4 
  Promenad 0.75   Häftstift 0.9   Tuta 0.4 
  Utdragen 0.75   Virka 0.9   Nöjd 0.4 
  Väntan 0.75   Fingerborg 0.9   Kalla 0.4 
  Försiktig 0.75   Kanyl 0.9   Tjuta 0.4 
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Table A4. Test Words From List D, Their Critical Lures and Recognition Rates 
CL Word Rate CL Word Rate CL Word Rate 
Stol Bord 0.75 Tung Lätt 0.75 Hammare Spik 0.85 
  Sitta 0.75   Bly 0.75   Verktyg 0.85 
  Dyna 0.75   Tjock 0.75   Slå 0.85 
  Trä 0.75   Vikt 0.75   Tor 0.85 
  Pall 0.75   Kilo 0.75   Snickardon 0.85 
  Kök 0.75   Elefant 0.75   Skruvmejsel 0.85 
  Möbel 0.75   Fet 0.75   Tumme 0.85 
  Soffa 0.75   Hantel 0.75   Såg 0.85 
  Bar 0.75   Bak 0.75   Slöjd 0.85 
  Sitta 0.75   Järn 0.75   Stål 0.85 
  Bord 0.75   Massiv 0.75   Städ 0.85 
  Dyna 0.75   Bastant 0.75   Öra 0.85 
  Trä 0.75   Börda 0.75   Banka 0.85 
  Pall 0.75   Belastning 0.75   Yxa 0.85 
  Kök 0.75   Betong 0.75   Skära 0.85 
Svart Vit 0.55 Whisky Sprit 0.8 Frukt Äpple 0.6 
  Natt 0.55   Dryck 0.8   Apelsin 0.6 
  Katt 0.55   Starkt 0.8   Banan 0.6 
  Färg 0.55   Skottland 0.8   Grönsak 0.6 
  Sammet 0.55   Flaska 0.8   Päron 0.6 
  Dyster 0.55   Full 0.8   Bär 0.6 
  Sorg 0.55   Alkohol 0.8   Nyttigt 0.6 
  Hatt 0.55   Malt 0.8   Korg 0.6 
  Hår 0.55   Irländsk 0.8   Citron 0.6 
  Kol 0.55   Pub 0.8   Juice 0.6 
  Begravning 0.55   Rökig 0.8   Kiwi 0.6 
  Död 0.55   Bourbon 0.8   Exotisk 0.6 
  Bläck 0.55   Torv 0.8   Förbjuden 0.6 
  Grått 0.55   Destilleri 0.8   Saftig 0.6 
  Sot 0.55   Konjak 0.8   Mogen 0.6 
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CL Word Rate CL Word Rate CL Word Rate 
Ljus Mörk 1 Berg Dal 0.6 Arbete Jobb 0.9 
  Stearin 1   Snö 0.6   Pengar 0.9 
  Lampa 1   Topp 0.6   Slita 0.9 
  Sol 1   Alper 0.6   Fritid 0.9 
  Blond 1   Sten 0.6   Ledig 0.9 
  Dag 1   Klättra 0.6   Lön 0.9 
  Värma 1   Höjd 0.6   Inkomst 0.9 
  Advent 1   Klippa 0.6   Kontor 0.9 
  Låga 1   Skidor 0.6   Semester 0.9 
  Sken 1   Fjäll 0.6   Fabrik 0.9 
  Tändsticka 1   Norge 0.6   Dator 0.9 
  Levande 1   Granit 0.6   Sysselsättning 0.9 
  Veke 1   Stup 0.6   Rast 0.9 
  Brinna 1   Gruva 0.6   Utbildning 0.9 
  Paraffin 1   Kebnekaise 0.6   Anställning 0.9 
Barn Små 0.8 Fot Tå 0.7 Ilska Arg 0.65 
  Leka 0.8   Hand 0.7   Glädje 0.65 
  Vuxna 0.8   Skor 0.7   Vrede 0.65 
  Dagis 0.8   Kroppsdel 0.7   Frustration 0.65 
  Baby 0.8   Nagel 0.7   Hat 0.65 
  Framtid 0.8   Svett 0.7   Aggression 0.65 
  Mamma 0.8   Vårta 0.7   Förbannad 0.65 
  Familj 0.8   Strumpa 0.7   Blixt 0.65 
  Syskon 0.8   Ankel 0.7   Raseri 0.65 
  Joller 0.8   Häl 0.7   Smärta 0.65 
  Napp 0.8   Boll 0.7   Skratta 0.65 
  Vagn 0.8   Sula 0.7   Temperament 0.65 
  Gravid 0.8   Arm 0.7   Adrenalin 0.65 
  Föräldrar 0.8   Sparka 0.7   Gräl 0.65 
  Födsel 0.8   Sandal 0.7   Vansinne 0.65 
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Appendix B 
 
Sample of the recognition test that the participants filled out at the end of every block. This is 
the test for word list A. 
Test A 
Word Nytt Instuderat   Säker Tror Gissade 
Glas               
Militär               
Gardin               
Fönster               
Öppet               
Kapten               
Fin               
Grov               
Muskulös               
Åtta               
Rejäl               
Lukta               
Order               
Varm               
Auktoritär               
Frysa               
Kall               
Vind               
Röd               
Osäker               
Drottning               
Växt               
Slott               
Kung               
Vas               
Kejsare               
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Skrämd               
Gul               
Lejon               
Skraj               
Orolig               
Afrika               
Ryta               
Lyssna               
Nät               
Kar               
Reslig               
Hårig               
Skum               
Bad               
Läskig               
Brygga               
Toner               
Hård               
Säng               
Klassisk               
Nalle               
Kort               
Orm               
Moln               
Basketspelare               
Mjuk               
Kyrka               
Golv               
Präst               
Gud               
Persisk               
Orientalisk               
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Dop               
Äkta               
Sjukhus               
Domstol               
Rättvisa               
Stetoskop               
Demokrati               
Medicin               
Kirurg               
Jämställt               
Älv               
Vatten               
Polis               
Choklad               
Nilen               
Stjäla               
Översvämmning               
Tjuv               
Bandit               
Godis               
Vacker               
Jul                 
Rar               
Önska               
Prestent               
Röka               
Snus               
Trollspö               
Beroende               
Lugn               
Fågel               
Tugga               
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Bibliotek               
Blick               
Blyg               
Ro               
Uggla               
Örn               
Glas               
Militär               
Gardin               
Fönster               
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Appendix C 
 
 
 
Table C1. Name of pictures taken for the neutral affect condition from the IAPS database, their number and 
valence and arousal ratings. 
Description Number Valance 
M(SD) 
3.66-6.00 
Arousal 
M(SD) 
1.72-4.53 
Description Number Valence 
M(SD) 
3.66-6.00 
Arousal 
M(SD) 
1.72-4.53 
Lizard 1122 5.15(1.71) 4.32(2.16) Woman 2305 5.41(1.12) 3.63(2.04) 
Clothespins 7250 5.33(1.32) 3.01(2.02) FactoryWorker 2393 4.87(1.06) 2.93(1.88) 
Frog 1313 5.65(1.47) 4.39(2.03) Boots 2446 4.70(1.04) 3.79(1.88) 
Pig 1350 5.25(1.96) 4.37(1.76) Propeller 2575 5.46(1.15) 4.16(2.10) 
Bird 1616 5.21(1.12) 3.95(1.95) Chess 2580 5.71(1.41) 2.79(1.78) 
Cow 1670 5.82(1.63) 3.33(1.98) Mushrooms 5534 4.84(1.44) 3.14(2.03) 
Buffalo 1675 5.24(1.48) 4.37(2.15) Jail 6010 3.73(1.98) 3.95(1.87) 
Shrimp 1903 5.50(1.68) 4.25(1.95) Umbrella 7150 4.72(1.00) 2.61(1.76) 
HermitCrab 1935 4.88(1.44) 4.29(1.95) Pole 7161 4.98(1.02) 2.98(1.99) 
Turtle 1945 4.59(1.68) 4.42(2.03) LightBulb 7170 5.14(1.28) 3.21(2.05) 
Octopus 1947 5.85(1.77) 4.35(2.37) Lamp 7175 4.87(1.00) 1.72(1.26) 
Man 2002 4.95(1.36) 3.35(1.87) Knives 9401 4.53(1.31) 3.88(1.98) 
Woman 2026 4.82(0.95) 3.40(1.84) Dishes 9390 3.67(1.58) 4.14(2.52) 
NeuWoman 2038 5.09(1.35) 2.94(1.93) Building 9469 4.00(1.50) 4.08(1.85) 
NeutFace 2200 4.79(1.38) 3.18(2.17) Trash 9700 4.77(1.24) 3.21(1.92) 
NeutMan 2215 4.63(1.24) 3.38(2.00) Hands 9260 4.63(1.76) 3.45(1.98) 
Butcher 2235 5.64(1.27) 3.36(1.92) Wires 9080 4.07(1.45) 4.36(2.17) 
Woman 2271 4.20(1.26) 3.74(1.69) NativFem 9045 3.75(1.67) 3.89(2.16) 
Boy 2273 5.41(1.55) 3.52(1.81) Runner 8465 5.96(1.49) 3.93(2.34) 
StillLife 5535 4.81(1.52) 4.11(2.31) Athlete 8121 4.63(1.54) 4.14(2.10) 
Table C2. Name of pictures taken for the negative affect condition from the IAPS database, their number and 
valence and arousal ratings. 
Description Number Valence 
M(SD) 1.31-
3.65 
Arousal 
M(SD) 
4.53-7.34 
Description Number Valence 
M(SD) 
1.31-3.65 
Arousal 
M(SD) 
4.53-7.34 
Snake 1050 3.46(2.15) 6.87(1.68) Attack 6211 3.62(2.07) 5.90(2.22) 
Spider 1200 3.95(2.22) 6.03(2.38) Soldier 6212 2.19(1.49) 6.01(2.44) 
AttackDog 1525 3.09(1.72) 6.51(2.25) Terrorist 6213 2.91(1.52) 5.86(2.06) 
Toddler 2095 1.79(1.18) 5.25(2.34) Distressed Fem 6311 2.58(1.56) 4.95(2.27) 
SadChildren 2455 2.96(1.79) 4.46(2.12) Abduction 6312 2.48(1.52) 6.37(2.30) 
War 2683 2.62(1.78) 6.21(2.15) Attack 6350 1.90(1.29) 7.29(1.87) 
SadChildren 2703 1.91(1.26) 5.78(2.25) Knife 6555 3.33(1.59) 5.69(2.21) 
DrugAddict 2710 2.52(1.69) 5.46(2.29) Attack 6563 1.77(1.23) 6.85(2.18) 
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Funeral 2799 2.42(1.41) 5.02(1.99) CarTheft 6571 2.85(2.05) 5.59(2.50) 
Gun 2811 2.17(1.38) 6.90(2.22) Tank 6940 3.53(2.07) 5.35(2.02) 
Stiches 3185 2.81(1.52) 5.48(2.18) Needles 9007 2.49(1.41) 5.03(2.32) 
EyeDisease 3160 2.63(1.23) 5.35(1.79) PlaneCrash 9050 2.43(1.61) 6.36(1.97) 
BurntFace 3101 1.91(1.19) 5.60(2.46) Soldiers 9160 3.23(1.64) 6.53(2.21) 
Mutilation 3030 1.91(1.56) 6.76(2.10) ShipWreck 9620 2.10(1.36) 6.11(2.10) 
DyingMan 3230 2.02(1.30) 5.41(2.21) WarVictim 9250 2.57(1.39) 6.60(1.87) 
Attack 3530 1.80(1.32) 6.82(2.09) smoke 9280 2.80(1.54) 4.26(2.44) 
PlaneCrash 3550.1 2.35(1.39) 6.29(1.96) Garbage 9295 2.39(1.30) 5.11(2.05) 
Harassement 4621 3.19(1.59) 4.92(2.24) Execution 9414 2.06(1.48) 6.49(2.26) 
Tornado 5971 3.49(1.87) 6.65(2.02) Assault 9426 3.08(1.51) 5.28(2.02) 
Assault 6021 2.21(1.51) 6.06(2.38) CarAccident 9901 2.27(1.25) 5.70(2.22) 
